CILE 4 – TASK 1 (Individual) – Candidate’s sheet

SAMPLE

Take two minutes to look at your speaking sheet. Use the information to organise your ideas.
Finally, present your views on the topic.
Relate the graph, picture and the rest of the information on the sheet.
What´s your opinion of this topic?

Trond's list of 20 committments to a sustainable living:
from http://www.care2.com/c2c/groups/disc.html?gpp=714&pst=757877
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Created my own environmental blog: http://earthechoes.blogspot.com
Do not have a car, use as much public transport as possible.
Do not use lifts (it is also good exercise).
Change light bulbs to energy saving ones.
Only buy clothes when/if I truly need them, and then always made of natural fabrics when
possible.
6. Recycle what is possible to recycle.
7. I also do not have a TV. The less electronic equipment the better as the manufacture and
disposal of such are amongst the worst polluting factors.
8. Have nearly become a vegetarian

“My actual work is to help save the Amur (Siberian) Tiger through linking
poverty alleviation and biodiversity conservation in the Russia Far East,”
says Trond.
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CILE 4 – TASK 1(Individual) - Examiner’s guide
The examiner should allow examinee to speak freely about the topic, asking questions when
necessary to keep the flow of the conversation. The following questions are suggestions; feel free
to add questions of your own.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What does the graph show?
Do you have an answer to the question in the cartoon (“Where did we go wrong?”)
Which of Trond’s commitments do you agree with? Which can make a difference to the
environment?
Do you follow any of them yourself?
What are the consequences of climate change?
Who is to blame? Are we all equally responsible?
Have any of your teachers or professors brought up this issue in class? How?
Have you seen any movies that deal with the subject? Tell us about it.
How serious is this problem in Argentina? What weather changes do most people comment
on?
Have you or somebody close to you had any problems due to climate change? Tell us about it.
What is your position as regards endangered species?
Should we think about protecting animals when so many people are dying of hunger?
Should we use money to protect animals rather than feed children?

Candidate’s sheet:
Relate the graph, picture and the rest of the information
on the sheet.
What is the topic presented? How serious is this problem?

Trond's list of 20 committments to a sustainable living:
from http://www.care2.com/c2c/groups/disc.html?gpp=714&pst=757877

Created my own environmental blog: http://earthechoes.blogspot.com
1. Do not have a car, use as much public transport as possible.
2. Do not use lifts (it is also good exercise).
3. Change light bulbs to energy saving ones.
4. Only buy clothes when/if I truly need them, and then always natural fabrics/dyes when possible.
5. Recycle what is possible to recycle.
6. I also do not have a TV. The less electronic equipment the better as the manufacture and disposal of
such are amongst the worst polluting factors.
7. Have nearly become a vegetarian
My actual work is to help save the Amur (Siberian) Tiger through linking poverty alleviation
and biodiversity conservation in the Russia Far East.
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CILE 4 - TASK 2 (Problem-solving) - CANDIDATE´S SHEET
Candidates A & B
You are members of channel Z broadcasting team. You are in charge of deciding what movies will
be shown. This time you have to choose a film for the following timetable showing next week:
Wednesday 3 PM…………..
Wednesday 8PM …………..
Friday 8PM (prime time) ………….

Friday 10PM …………
Sunday 5PM …………..

Take into account potential viewers’ age and average audience rating of each time slot to make
your decision.

TOTAL RECALL

SMOKE

The year is 2084, and a happily
married man (Arnold
Schwarzenegger) is confronted
with the stunning realization
that his life is a manufactured
fantasy world, complete with a
gorgeous but deadly wife
(Sharon Stone) who suddenly
wants to kill him. In an effort to
discover his true identity, he
goes to a Martian mining
colony filled with rebellious
mutants.

A Brooklyn cigar and cigarette
shop is the
center of
neighborhood
activity, and the
stories of its
customers.
Based on Paul
Auster’s film.
Starring William
Hurt.

Action and science fiction.
Rating: Restricted

Comedy and drama.
Rating: Parental guidance – 13

GREAT EXPECTATIONS
Modernizati
on of
Charles
Dickens
classic
story finds
the
unfortunate
Finn as a
painter in New York looking for
his unreturned childhood love.
Starring Gwyneth Paltrow

THE MATRIX
A computer hacker learns from
mysterious rebels about the true
nature of his reality and his role in
the war against the controllers of
it.

UN OSO ROJO (The Read Bear)
Bear (Julio Chavez) has never
gotten over the separation from his
wife (Soledad Villamil) and
daughter after having been
convicted for armed robbery and
homicide and sent to prison.
Based on a story by Horacio
Quiroga.

Ethan Hawke

Drama and romance.
Action and science fiction.
Rating: Restricted for language
and some sexuality.
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Awards: 5 wins & 12 nominations
User comments: One of the best
low budget Argentine movies ever.

